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Finding
Only 20 percent of people getting brake
jobs routinely replace their brake hardware.
Source: Consumer Insights Inc. study, May, 2015

But 80 percent of people getting 
brake jobs would replace brake 
hardware if it were recommended.
Source: Consumer Insights Inc. study, May, 2015

20% 
80% 

Findings show that people will buy brake  
hardware if it’s simply recommended to them  
before a brake job.

Vehicles tested:
 » 2014 Buick Regal, 45,000 miles - first brake job
 » 2014 GMC Sierra, 35,000 miles - first brake job
 »  Independent 3rd-party automotive lab,  
Plymouth, MI

 »  Noise Dynamometer, SAE International  
Test J2521

 »  1436 stops - one stop at each possible  
temperature and brake-pressure combination

 »  Standard today - no noise is acceptable  
for any stop

 »  Noise measured - anything louder than  
70 decibels (i.e. louder than a vacuum cleaner)

 »  Any noise means at that temperature/
brake-pressure, noise may occur on every stop

Test Data - Noise

Market Research Noise Test - Car

Replacing brake hardware during this
lab-tested brake job eliminated all noise.
 
“If you’re the driver in a certain
condition, you may get noise on every stop.”
- Test Lab Managing Director

“That’s why the industry standard, and goal
of the test, is to have no noise occurrence.
And any improvement should be made.”
- Test Lab Managing Director 

Eliminated all noise

Source: 3rd party independent lab, Dynamometer, Plymouth,  
Michigan, Dec. 2015 Vehicle tested: 2014 Buick Regal, 45,000  
miles - first brake job          
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Drum Brake  
assembly

Disc Brake  
assembly

•  Brake hardware is the set of supporting 
components in, on and around the caliper 
and pads, that help align the brake pads and 
retract them away from the rotor or drums 
for smooth, reliable, quiet, and efficient  
brake performance

•  Hardware kits are the unsung silent heroes  
of the brake world – new brake hardware  
can help keep your brakes quiet
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ALWAYS REPLACE 
ALL THE HARDWARE

Restore your brakes to like-new performance
 
Maximize the life of your brakes
 
Improve your gas mileage by reducing brake drag

Reduce annoying brake squeal, squeaks, and groans

Reduces “comebacks” and increases customer satisfaction
 
Save you time and money

INSTALLING NEW BRAKE  
HARDWARE CAN:

With new  
hardware that’s  

in spec, brake  
pads will last longer.

The part is out  
of spec and won’t  

perform as intended  
and shouldn’t be used.

With visual  
inspection, sometimes  

you see it but many  
times you can’t.

Remember, brake hardware is more than 
just the clips. It’s also pin boots, bolts, 

guide pins, bleeder screws, piston seals, 
and bushings.

WHAT IS BRAKE HARDWARE?


